click & collect
capability delivered to your
business when
you need it
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all change

Remember when customers just
walked into store, bought what
they wanted and took it home?
It was a simpler world. Your main
priority was getting stock onto the
shelves. But then, the Internet came
along. And customers discovered
the power of buying from home with
a click. Virtually overnight, a new
tsunami of orders came flooding
in. Retail logistics operations have
been faced with ever-evolving
challenges ever since, with many
companies forced to make a daily
choice between replenishing stores
or delivering their Next Day promise
with an over-reliance on third party
service providers.

And all too often, that’s meant letting
customers down. Which is more
than a shame. It’s a brand disaster.
Because, in our ultra-competitive
world, customers demand service
options on their terms.
Online. In store. Same day.
Next day. And always in
pristine condition. No excuses.
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The rise and rise of Click &
Collect. Home delivery has
its own unique problems.
Waiting in for deliveries…
packages left outside and
ruined in the rain… missed
deliveries forwarded to a
‘local’ depot miles away...
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Customers are now turning to Click & Collect in their droves.
Remarkably, over half of UK adults used Click & Collect in
the last 12 months*. Not surprisingly, retailers now compete
on delivery choices. And convenience trumps delivery
speed, with ‘where’ as important as ‘when’. But your logistics
challenges remain as complex as ever. Which is where
Clicklink™ comes in.
Solve your delivery pain in a Clicklink™
Clicklink™ is a cost-effective sortation and delivery service
which guarantees next day, in-store, time-banded delivery
for collection by customers. Up and running for your
business in just a matter of days, Clicklink™ is a dedicated
market-proven solution, developed by leading retail
organisations with decades of experience. Highly scalable
to grow with your business and adapt rapidly to your
evolving retail needs, Clicklink™ is also flexibility itself. And
you can even integrate it with our powerful returns solution
Boomerang™ to create a closed loop solution. At last, you
can punch like a retail heavyweight by responding to your
customers and offering the choices they truly want. Next
Day delivery Click & Collect.

57%
OF RETAILERS NOW
OFFER CLICK & COLLECT†

78%
OF CUSTOMERS USE
CLICK & COLLECT BECAUSE
IT’S FREE OR CHEAPER
THAN HOME DELIVERY††

27%
OF CUSTOMERS CHOOSE
CLICK & COLLECT BECAUSE
THEY’RE RARELY AT HOME
TO RECEIVE DELIVERIES††

* Source: JDA & Centrino Customer Pulse Report UK 2016
† Source: IRUK Top 500 2017
†† Source: IMRG UK Consumer Home Delivery Review 2016
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The power of Clicklink lies
in the confidence it gives
you. And it’s the advanced
technology that hands you
this confidence. In spades.
It’s also what makes Clicklink
such a potent business tool.
TM

This technical wizardry makes it child’s
play to integrate our proven Click
& Collect service with your legacy
systems so you can guarantee Next
Day delivery with ease.

TM

And with best-in-class front of house
transactional PUDO and back of house
WMS, you can trust Clicklink™ to
keep everything running smoothly
even during those peak retail
moments in the year.

thepower
power of Clicklink
the

™
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Outbound tracking
Clicklink™ tracks outbound Next Day delivery parcels from receipt through
to store delivery (and back again via BoomerangTM). At the Clicklink™ hub,
overhead sorter scanners and wrist devices track packages into individual
store-assigned roll cages and onto delivery vehicles. Then at the final leg
of their journey, handheld terminals create GPS time and date stamped,
signature on glass, proof of delivery.
Online visibility
You can track every single parcel and monitor each delivery against agreed
SLAs – virtually in real-time using our Clicklink™ web portal. The portal can
be uploaded to your website, so your customers can monitor their own
parcels any time they choose. Delivery information can even be sent to your
customers as text messages – keeping them up to date with things such
as parcel deliveries, possible delays and return payments.
Returns – safe, secure and speedy
All returned goods are scanned into secure cages, collected daily, tracked
through the Clicklink™ network and processed through a BoomerangTM
Returns Centre. In-demand items are fast-tracked to re-pack fulfilment
stations before delivery next day to either your or a Clicklink™-managed
Click & Collect network. This bypasses expensive and time-consuming stock
movements and warehouse replenishment systems.

TURNING RETURNS INTO SALES
MOST COMMON REASONS:

These are the main reasons why customers
return goods. With home delivery, it can be
impossible to recoup sales since replacing
one item with another needs the buyer to
go through the whole shopping process
again. But if the customer uses Click & Collect,
they can simply choose another product in
store – increasing the prospect of replacing
lost sales.

I don’t like it/it didn’t fit
Damaged/poor quality
Retailer made a mistake

FULL TRACK & TRACE – AT A GLANCE
AT DC &
DEPOT LEVEL

AT STORE
LEVEL

DURING
TRANSPORTATION

• ROUTING

• LOADING/DESPATCH

• RECEIPT

• SORTING

• TRACKING/MAPPING

• PUT-AWAY/STORAGE

• MARSHALLING

• DELIVERY/POD

• CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT

• LOADING

• ASSET COLLECTION

• DESPATCH

• RETURNS COLLECTION

• TRACK

Clicklink™ tracking data can be
sent as SMS customer updates

• PICK/REMOTE PICK
• NON-COLLECTIONS/RETURNS
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Clicklink at a glance. There’s
nothing quite like Clicklink for
helping retailers to offer Click &
Collect with absolute confidence.
Take a look at our ten Clicklink
features that are sure to boost
your business:
TM

TM

TM

1. Integration & tracking

4. Build brand loyalty

8. Efficient store handling

Clicklink™ complements your legacy delivery
services and provides complete end-to-end
integration with full parcel tracking through every
link of the supply chain. So you have a seamless
service with 100% visibility and control for maximum
efficiency.

Clicklink™ guarantees you keep your service
promises – a sure way to keep customers feeling
good about you and coming back for more.

Clicklink™ provides secure caged deliveries
for precision storing and best use of space.

2. Leading technology

Highly agile and flexible, Clicklink™ can scale up at a
moment’s notice to safeguard your customer service
levels and support your forecast growth curve.

Clicklink™ uses the very latest fully integrated online
and in-store systems which future-proof the service
and protect your investment.

5. Fully scalable

6. Guaranteed volumes

3. Next Day delivery

Clicklink™ gives assured service level volumes
for peace of mind 365 days a year.

Including by noon on all orders placed before
9pm the evening before, 7 days a week, to satisfy
customer expectations and help you to excel in the
retail marketplace.

7. De-risked supply chains
Keep control over every facet of your network
to ensure supply chain integrity.

9. Cost effective
With minimum capital outlay, proven reliability
and a rapid return on investment, Clicklink™
makes perfect business sense.

10. Returns integration
& speed
Clicklink™ has been designed to integrate
seamlessly with BoomerangTM to minimise
working capital tied up in returning stock.
Our closed-loop returns processing also
delivers visibility to ensure advanced stock
control and rapid return of delivery media.
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introducing
introducing easy returns
Streamlined Returns capability to
transform your business. You want
online sales? You’ll get Returns.
Plenty of them. So start dealing
with it today. With BoomerangTM.
Returns happen. It’s a fact of retail
life. And online shopping has caused
them to increase massively. Take
online fashion shopping. Around 30%
of orders are returned*. That’s 30%.
And considerably more for peak
times of the year. Dealing with this
mountain of Returns is a full time
business in itself. Unfortunately, it’s
just part of your day job.
Consider the issues
Returned goods tie up masses of
stock and working capital, holding
your business back from growing the
way you’d love it to. Fashion items

* Source: Clear Returns 2015

arrive back to you in virtually any
packaging you care to imagine (and
quite a few you can’t), whilst electrical
goods are not only crammed back
into boxes but also need testing for
faults. And just processing Returns
can cost you up to three times more
than processing outbound stock.
To add to the misery, your typical
DC models were never designed
for online shopping – and become
swamped by the flood of Returns.
And let’s not forget that fashion
items and electrical goods have a
strictly limited shelf life as the market
constantly moves on.

Customers’ intolerance of poor
service is growing. And so are time
pressures on retailers. Retailers want
to provide an integrated store and
online experience, and they need
brand loyalty and protection.
Integrating Clicklink™ with Boomerang™
offers customers the convenience
of Click & Collect, whilst providing
retailers with the added benefit of a
proven returns management process
that releases working capital and gets
stock back into inventory quickly.

Integration benefits:
• Reduced handling
• Reduced transportation costs
• Improved stock availability
• Split orders can be consolidated
via the solution
• Brand protection
• Improved customer service
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ITEM HELD BY CLIPPER
for reallocation to next customer

RETURNS PROCESSING
(on-site in solution hub)

RETURN VIA CLICKLINK™
RETAILER
FULFILMENT CENTRE

• Inbound delivery from
retailer DCs
• 2am cut off

INBOUND
(CLIPPER)

CLICKLINK™
CLICK & COLLECT SOLUTION

• Hub and depot operation
• Fully automated sortation
• Upto 100,000 parcels
sorted per in-take
• Parcels allocated to store

DELIVERED
VIA CLICKLINK™

• Fully tracked, next day
delivery to store
• Clicklink™ operated fleet

RETAILER

• Delivery to store 7 days
a week
• Delivery by 12 noon
• GPS time and date
stamp pod
• Web portal for parcel
tracking
• Customer text notification

Stay ahead of the retail curve.
Find out today how Clicklink™
can transform your business.

Clicklink™ Logistics Ltd.
Carlton Court, Gelderd Road
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS12 6LT
T 0113 204 2050
E rball@clippergroup.co.uk
www.clippergroup.co.uk

